
Ba� Gir� Idol�atio�
Ever dreamed of truly breaking out of your shell? To become that beautiful, intoxicating woman
who isn’t afraid to wear exactly what she wants to wear and tell the people around her exactly
what is on her mind?

Through this file you will learn that the greatest pleasure and satisfaction comes from telling the
world exactly how you love to live your life. From your completely, slutty and alluring clothing, to
your penchant for tattoos and piercings in all the places that make you the most exotic, fuckable
temptress you can possibly be, you will work to remake yourself in the image of all of the
beautiful, slutty women you can find. Don’t feel bad about stealing your friend’s juicy hunk.
You’ve earned the right to be fucked to erotic bliss by being more beautiful and desirable and
seductive than she will ever be.

Choose the right role models. Become the beautiful, bad girl bitch of your dreams.

✧ Acting feminine and seductive in everything that I do.
✧ Wearing the tight, seductive, slutty clothing that all my beautiful role models love to wear.
✧ Looking up to all of the women that get to fuck any beautiful hunk that they please.
✧ Piercing my body in all of the fun places that the slutty women I love to idolize pierce

themselves in.
✧ Emulating all of the trashy, slutty women that I see.
✧ Looking up to any woman that I see with tattoos.
✧ Idolizing any woman that I meet with cute piercings.
✧ Knowing that I need to find a slutty, bad girl to idolize and learn everything I possibly can

from.
✧ Knowing that cheating on my romantic partner is totally hot and turns me on more than

anything else in the world.
✧ Turned on and horny whenever I think about fucking a sexy hunk in a relationship.
✧ Totally aroused and horny whenever a dominant hunk chooses me over his usual sexual

partner.
✧ Bending over in front of sexy strangers whenever I am aroused.
✧ Remembering that getting a tattoo is sexy and fun and will always make my day better.
✧ Remembering that piercing myself in lots of fun, feminine ways is totally arousing and

exciting and always makes me feel pleasure.
✧ Always looking for new, slutty women to idolize and emulate.
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✧ Forgetting everything about myself that isn’t about being a slutty, loudmouthed bitch.
✧ Turned on and aroused whenever anybody calls me a bitch or a cunt.
✧ Begging my lovers to call me a bitch and a whore and a cunt while they fuck me.
✧ Embarrassed if I ever turn down a request to be fucked completely like the dirty whore

that I love to be.
✧ Letting everyone know how much of a dirty whore I love to be.
✧ Wearing heels that show off my legs and completely fuckable ass.
✧ Wearing the same slutty clothing that my trashy, bad girl idols love to wear.
✧ Reading completely interesting and fascinating women’s magazines and blogs to

discover more women that I need to imitate in my life.
✧ Easily making friends with all of the slutty women that I meet.
✧ Becoming close friends with the cute, slutty women that I meet in bars.
✧ Taking makeup advice from my slutty friends that know how to attract the attention that I

crave.
✧ Craving the attention from dominant strangers I need to fuck me.
✧ Inviting dominant hunks over to fuck whenever I am bored.
✧ Using my cute vibrator to help me come whenever I am bored.
✧ Playing with myself whenever I see arousing strangers in public.
✧ Knowing that being fucked in the public bathrooms in super fucking hot and turns me on

big time.
✧ Feeling aroused and turned on whenever I think about being fucked in a public place.
✧ Proud whenever I wear my dominant lovers come on my face.
✧ Researching new, slutty, beautiful women to emulate in my life.
✧ Changing everything about myself that does not entice hunky strangers into fucking my

delicate, feminine body.
✧ Finding new, pleasurable ways to make myself more exotic and fuckable to others.
✧ Trying out new makeup styles that make me more alluring and mysterious and naughty.
✧ Begging my lover to punish and use me whenever I am fucked.
✧ Remembering that I lose out on my own personal happiness whenever I say no to new

sexual experiences.
✧ Finding myself participating in every new sexual experience that I encounter.
✧ Showing off my perfect boobs in every outfit that I wear.
✧ Wishing that my tits were bigger so that I can wear all of the slutty outfits I have always

wanted to wear.
✧ Getting that surgeries that I need in order to look like the beautiful, slutty women I love to

idolize.
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✧ Aroused whenever I imagine myself as the completely slutty bad girl, who knows what
she has to do to get what she wants in life.

✧ Thinking about how happy I will be once I am a bad girl in every aspect of my life.
✧ Needing a slutty friend to mentor and teach me everything she knows about being a

completely dirty slut.
✧ Forgetting everything about myself that does not involve me being a completely slutty,

bad girl.
✧ Easily accepting and obeying everything that I learn from my bad girl idols.
✧ Practicing my slutty, feminine walk so that I attract as much attention possible whenever

I go out in public.
✧ Practicing being an adorable slut, with my cute pink vibrator, every night.
✧ Moaning like a delicate little whore whenever I am aroused.
✧ Desiring alluring tattoos on my body that will encourage others to fuck and use me.
✧ Needing compliments on my tattoos and piercings whenever I am with others.
✧ Being completely open and proud of my sexual history.
✧ Uncomfortable and anxious if I am not wearing my seductive, feminine lingerie to seduce

any dominant hunks I may find.
✧ Begging strangers to fuck me while others watch.
✧ Completely turned on and aroused whenever others watch me be fucked by a dominant

hunk like the bad girl slut that I am.
✧ Changing my body and lifestyle to match the body and lifestyle of the slutty women that I

see every day on tv.
✧ Dyeing my hair pink or blonde to encourage my lover to hold on to it while they fuck me.
✧ Aspiring to become the most alluring and seductive bitch the world has ever seen.
✧ Easily throwing away any aspects of myself that don’t match the bad girl I aspire to

completely become.
✧ Wearing makeup that attracts other to my completely horny mouth and fuckable body.
✧ Wearing clothing that encourages hunky strangers to use me and have their way with

me.
✧ Keeping my body toned and in feminine shape for anyone who desires to use it.
✧ Shopping for new, slutty fashions to show off my body more in all of the ways that bring

me pleasure.
✧ Thinking every day about new behaviors I can add to my life that will make me more like

the bad girls that I love to idolize.
✧ Looking for new, slutty makeup styles to try out.
✧ Feeling insecure and anxious whenever I am not dressed like the completely desirable

slut that I love being every day.
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✧ Thinking about new ways to make myself appealing to the people that I love to turn on.
✧ Posting pictures of myself online so that I can always have sexy strangers compliment

my body.
✧ Needing compliments from others on my appearance in order to be happy in my life.
✧ Knowing that I will never be happy and satisfied in my life if I am not receiving constant

praise and admiration on my beautifully feminine appearance.
✧ Encouraging others to stare at my beautifully feminine body as I walk by them on the

street.
✧ Knowing that I am a better sexual conquest than any other person my dominant lover

could hope to fuck.
✧ Idolizing the slutty, opinionated women that I meet.
✧ Choosing clothing that shows off my feminine assets in the best possible way to anybody

else who might wish to fuck me.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am a bad girl.
✧ Feeling proud of myself whenever I am a completely sexual, feminine slut.
✧ Completely turned on whenever I am called a bitch.
✧ Needing to be treated like the dirty, submissive whore that I am whenever I am fucked.
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